Unfortunately, in practice it is not efficient to perform all iterations with k incremented in the inner loop. This is because for the first few iterations the inner loop vector lengths are very short, which sharply reduces performance on any vector machine. Thus, in the implementation described in Bailey (1987) , it is necessary to perform the first few iterations with j incremented in the inner loop, which results in some power-of-two memory strides.
A technique reported in Bailey (1987) desired, but the formulas are valid for any factorization.
In the usual power-of-two case, is initially set to be nJ2 and decreases by a factor of 2 with each iteration. Similarly, rn is initially set to be 1 and increases by a factor of 2 with each iteration. As before, X denotes the input data and Y denotes the output data for each iteration, but in an efficient implementation, the iterations are perfonried from X to Y and from Y to X. In the following, m, denotes e ~ 2'~En. these fetches ordinarily have power-of-two memory strides. Such strides can be avoided, however, by employing the technique mentioned above of precalculating the roots of unity needed for each iteration in a separate, contiguous section of the U array. Once this is done, all iterations of a power-of-two FFT using the above formulas can be performed using exclusively unit stride memory accesses.
The choice of the crossover point between the two variants depends on the computer system being used. Normally only the first few iterations are performed using variant 1, because roots of unity must be fetched in the inner loop. Once the value of m is sufficiently large that the harmful effect of very short vector lengths is avoided, then variant 2 is used for all succeeding iterations.
As mentioned above, the switch between the two variants requires that the data (considered as a 2/ x m matrix) be transposed. Unfortunately, the usual method for performing a matrix transposition with power-of-two dimensions involves numerous power-of-two memory strides. While it is not possible to transpose such a matrix with exclusively unit stride operations, the memory-bank 
